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instead. This resulting downgrade of status has
led many of his fellow Crusaders to shun him, and
it is quite possible that the image he cultivates is a vain
effort to reclaim some respect among his comrades. Indeed,
apart from his tattoos and fierce expression, this warrior
may actually suffer from a severe confidence problem, and he
lacks the fanatical devotion of other Crusaders.
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The Clan-made BE701 Joust is a powerful mediumweight vehicle design, built for versatility with its excellent
mix of firepower, armor, and speed. A combination of laser and
ballistic weaponry, all mounted on a wide turret, allows this
vehicle to track and target multiple hostile units at once, and
provides potent damage against enemies at any range.
JF611-081F was originally fielded by the Jade Falcons in
the later years of the Jihad, and served as part of a garrison
force in that Clan’s occupation zone until Clan Hell’s Horses
captured it when they launched their own assault on Falcon
space. After Horses units took part in Devlin Stone’s final
push against the fanatics, this vehicle and its crew were
among the forces that chose to stay and help Stone form his new
Republic. Jamal, its current commander, has given this tank the
nickname “Steel Stampede” in honor of its origins.

NAME: JAMAL WOLF
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FACTION: Steel Wolves
DOB: 12/14/3107
REGIMENT: Crusaders
HAIR: None
VEHICLE: BE701 Joust Tank EYES: Black
With his towering physique and rippling muscles covered in
abstract techno-tattoos, most people infer that Jamal Wolf
is one of the Steel Wolves’ fanatical Elemental troopers.
Closer inspection, however, reveals that what appear to be
the Clans’ dangerous Enhanced Imaging implants are merely
cosmetic approximations, designed to produce a fearsome
first impression and nothing more. Moreover, though Jamal
was indeed bred to serve as part of the Wolves’ elite
Elemental forces, failed aptitude tests early in his
training shunted him to a career as a vehicle commander

BE701 JOUST TANK
Serial Number: JF611-081F
Mass: 40 tons
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Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: 200 Standard
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Flank Speed: 86 kph
Armor: Advanced
Compound Beta
Armament:
8 Series 2c Light
Machine Guns
1 Series 7N ExtendedRange Large Laser
1 Type X “Short Bow”
LRM-10 launcher

